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Abstract
Sinorhizobium meliloti is a nitrogen-fixing flagellated soil bacterium that engages in a mutual
symbiotic relationship with the legume Medicago sativa. Using its flagella, S. meliloti is chemotactic in
response to varying environmental cues thereby directed to a target, which is typically the root hairs of
M. sativa. Lu et al, 2012 suggested that a signal from the plant can switch S. meliloti from a free-living
flagellated microbe to a host-invading non-flagellated microbe, although this signal has not been
identified. This switch is thought to occur inside curled root hairs of the plant, and after becoming nonflagellated, S. meliloti starts colonizing. This switch is attributed to the ExoS/ChvI two-component
system (TCS), which is composed of a membrane sensor ExoS and a response regulator ChvI. Bacteria
belonging to the alphaproteobacteria family have proteins pertaining to the TCS that are homologous,
and the findings done in this research can have synonymous implications with other bacteria within the
same family. In this research, S. meliloti has been shown to make the switch from swimming to nonswimming in media containing serum, where the swimming could not be recovered with increased
calcium. Media made with fractionated serum showed swimming colonies in plates containing small
molecules, and a complete suppression of swimming in plates containing large molecules. The
swimming seen in whole serum could be suppressed with an ion chelator, although chelation could not
completely suppress swimming in plates made with the flow-through of fractionated serum. Increasing
glucose and albumin concentration had no effect on S. meliloti motility. With this, the H1 hypothesis
states S. meliloti will provide an observable change in phenotype from swimming to non-swimming in
the presence of serum, and the H0 hypothesis states that there will not be an observable change in
phenotype from swimming to non-swimming in the presence of serum.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background.
1.1.1 Sinorhizobium meliloti and Nitrogen Fixing Symbiosis.
Sinorhizobium meliloti is a Gram negative flagellated symbiont to the legume Medicago sativa, and
belongs to the alphaproteobacterium family (Batut et al, 2004). When deprived of nitrogen, the alfalfa
plant signals to the soil bacterium, S. meliloti, by releasing secondary metabolites known as flavonoids
and betaines (Taiz et al, 2015). This acts as a signal to S. meliloti to trigger chemotaxis. S. meliloti uses
a locomotor organelle called flagella to approach the root hairs of the plant (Taiz et al, 2015). When the
bacterium makes contact with the root hair, the bacteria releases a nod factor, which causes the root hair
to curl (Gage, 2004). As S. meliloti becomes encased by the root hair, the plant and bacteria trigger the
formation of a thread-like Golgi apparatus (Jones et al, 2007). In this thread, S. meliloti multiplies
continuously and eventually reaches the cortical cells in the root of the plant, where it differentiates into
bacteroids to commence nitrogen fixation (Gage, 2004). It is the invasion of the M. sativa by S. meliloti
that allows successful mutualism, a type of symbiosis where both species benefit from the cooperative
partnership. Strategies used for such invasion, whether mutualistic or parasitic, can be seen in bacteria
of the same family—alphaproteobacteria (Chen et al, 2008). One major relation between members of
this family that allows successful invasion is the orthologous proteins involved in a two-component
system.

1.1.1.1 ExoS/ChvI Two-Component Signal Transduction System.
The two-component system (TCS) is a bacterial sensing mechanism which allow them to sense
environmental changes. This is done with using histidine kinases that transfer phosphoryl groups to
response regulator proteins from inside the bacterial cell (Lopez-Goni et al, 2005). Genes are regulated
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by TCS and are switched on or off in accordance to the environment. S. meliloti has many different
proteins that are coupled to function in a two-component system. The one in focus is the ExoS/ChvI
TCS.

In S. meliloti, the exoR gene codes for an ExoR protein, among many other proteins, that is released
into the periplasm. Lu et al, (2012) created a model to show that the mature form of the ExoR protein
within the periplasm attaches itself to the ExoS sensor kinase protein that rests on the inner membrane
of the Gram negative bacteria (Wiech et al, 2015). When ExoR binds to ExoS, the ExoS sensor protein
becomes inactive and unable to suppress the expression of the fla gene that code for proteins necessary
to assemble flagella. As a result, S. meliloti becomes flagellated, and is able to move freely in the soil
(Lu et al, 2012). As soon as S. meliloti invades a plant cell, the plant releases an unidentified signal that
triggers the digestion of the ExoR protein, which frees the ExoS protein from the ExoR-ExoS complex
(Lu et al, 2012). The disassociation of ExoR from ExoS transmembrane sensor kinase would have
resulted in conformational change of ExoS and activated its kinase function. With this, the ExoS
protein would autophosphorylate and then dephosphorylate its associated protein, ChvI.
Phosphorylation of ChvI forms a dimer and suppresses the expression of the fla gene (Yao et al, 2004).
This downregulates fla, and the flagella is no longer produced. Flagella has been shown to be
continuously expressed during the exponential phase, decreased in the lag phase, and ceased when it
has entered the host (Tambalo et al, 2010). Having S. meliloti flagellated as a free-living organism, and
non-flagellated as a host-invading organism serves as a visual marker to know when S. meliloti has
made the switch from free-living to host-invading.
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1.1.1.2 Observable Switching in a Soft Agar Plate.
Flagella staining has been sufficient to identify presence of flagella. Yao et al, 2004 has shown that
flagellated S. meliloti will form large diffused colonies on soft agar plates made of 0.3% agar, while
non-flagellated bacteria will not. The swimming and non-swimming strains of S. meliloti that have
shown clear swimming differences on the soft plate were examined under a phase-contrast microscope
after staining the flagella with Ziehl's carbol fuchsin dye. This was to confirm that the large diffused
colonies were created by flagellated bacteria while the smaller defined and more concentrated colonies
were non-flagellated. The use of soft agar plates allow observation of phenotypical changes between
flagellated and non-flagellated rhizobia, which is a common method used by microbiologists around
the world. Strains Rm1021, and exoY210 expresses fla genes, and form large diffused swimming
colonies (Yao et al, 2004). Mutants exoR95 and exoS96 suppress the expression of flagella genes and
typically forms non-swimming colonies. The use of these strains with known swimming phenotypes
make it possible to test and track these changes of swimming phenotype in the bacterial growth media.

1.2 Hypothesis.
In this project, the testable H1 hypothesis is that S. meliloti will change phenotype by switching from
swimming to non-swimming in the presence of serum, and the H0 null hypothesis is that there will be
no observable change in phenotype from swimming to non-swimming in the presence of serum.
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2.0 Materials and Methods
2.1 Bacteria used.
Table 1. Sinorhizobium meliloti strains used in this research.
S. meliloti strains
Relevant Properties
Rm1021
exoR95

References

Wild type
Rm1021 exoR95::Tn5, Nm

(Leigh et al, 1985)
R

(Doherty et al, 1988)

R

exoS96

Rm1021 exoS96::Tn 5, Nm

(Lu et al, 2010)

exoY210

Rm1021 exoY210::Tn 5, NmR

(Leigh et al, 1985)

Strains Rm1021, and exoY210 expresses fla genes, and form large diffused swimming colonies (Yao et
al, 2004; Leigh et al, 1985). Both are capable of assembling flagella, and exoY210 served as a positive
control.
Mutants exoR95 and exoS96 suppress the expression of fla genes and typically forms non-swimming
colonies (Yao et al, 2004; Doherty et al, 1988; Lu et al, 2010). Both strains served as a negative
control.

2.2 Media for Stock Bacterial Cultures.
S. meliloti was grown on Luria-Bertani Magnesium Calcium (LB/MC) solid plates for two days in a
30°C incubator, which was later stored in 4°C for three weeks before having to discard and create a
new plate. With each plate, S. meliloti (Table 1) was taken from a frozen stock previously kept in a
-15°C frost free storage, which was kept for six months before discarding. A new frozen stock was used
from an -80°C storage and later put into a -15°C storage for future plates. LB/MC plates were made as
shown in Table 2. All LB/MC media was autoclaved before use. To create a liquid broth using LB/MC,
agar would be excluded.
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Table 2. Media Chart for LB/MC.
Sequence

Chemicals

Amount for
100 mL

1

Tryptone

1.0 g

2

Yeast Extract

0.5 g

3

NaCl

0.5 g

4

dH2O

100 mL

5

NaOH (10M)

10 μL

6

CaCl2 (1 M)

0.25 mL

7

MgSO4 (1M)

0.25 mL

8

Agar

1.5 g

2.3 Bovine Serum.
Adult Bovine Serum was used from MilliporeSigma SKU B9433 Lot. 17M479 and Lot. 16N203, and
stored in a -20°C, then 15 mL aliquots were created under a sterile hood and stored at 4°C for
immediate use. The serum was sterilized from the industry, but was later filter sterilized after
fractionating.

2.4 Base Media.
Tryptone and yeast plates without ions (TYO), and 0.3% agar plates were prepared to be softer to allow
swimming. Table 3 & 4 shows the details on how to prepare TYO and agar plates. All media were
autoclaved for 20 minutes before inoculating bacteria. Depending on the tested conditions, calcium or
glucose was added to the media, then autoclaved. EGTA, albumin, and serum were never added to
media before autoclaving to avoid the inactivation of the chemical, or destroying the contents, and was
instead added to the media after autoclaving. To create a liquid broth using TYO, agar would be
excluded. All inoculations were done under sterile hood.
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Table 3. TYO Media Chart.

Table 4. Agar Media Chart.

Sequence

Chemicals

Amount for
100 mL

Chemicals

Amount for
100 mL

1

Tryptone

0.6 g

dH2O

100 mL

2

Yeast Extract

0.3 g

Agar

0.3 g

3

dH2O

100 mL

4

Agar

0.3 g

2.5 Preparations of Added Chemicals/Serum.
2.5.1 Ethylene glycol-bis(β-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic.
Ethylene glycol-bis(β-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic acid (EGTA) solution was prepared with
solid pellets of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to obtain a pH 8. This allowed the chelator to become
soluble in the deionized water used, and with using the solid form of NaOH, the concentration of EGTA
was maintained. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was added when necessary to adjust the pH.

2.5.2 Fractionated Serum.
Amicon Ultra 15 mL filter tubes Cat. No. UFC900308, UFC901008, UFC903008, UFC905008,
UFC910008 were used from MilliporeSigma to fractionate the serum's components based on their
molecular weight. Serum of 15 mL aliquot were transferred into each amicon filter tube in which all
contained various filter sizes of 3 kDa, 10 kDa, 30 kDa, 50 kDa, and 100 kDa where each filter tube
contained 15 mL of serum. Each tube was placed in a centrifuge and spun at 4K rpm for 30 minutes in
25°C per industry protocol. Serum was removed and filter sterilized using the Fisherscientific 0.22 μm
filter. This was done under a sterile hood. Deionized water was added to increase the volume to match
the initial volume before centrifuging. This was to restore the original the serum concentration. Plates
were then prepared under the same sterile hood with the sterile fractionated serum.
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2.6 Other Media.
2.6.1 Media with Glucose.
D-(+)-Glucose powder CAS 50-99-7 from Sigma Aldrich was weighed to match the glucose
concentration found in 50% serum of lot number 16N203. This was diluted in 100 mL of 1x TYO 0.3%
liquid broth before adding agar, which was the very last step. Serial dilutions were created to replicate
glucose concentrations found in serum with the same lot number of 30, 10, 5, and 1%. Agar of 0.3
grams was added to each dilution before autoclaving. Calcium of 1 mM was added to each plate, and
15 mL of glucose/TYO media was poured into the same plates under a sterile hood. All plates were air
dried overnight before inoculation.

2.6.2 Media with Albumin.
Bovine Albumin powder CAS 9048-46-8 from Sigma Aldrich was weighed to match the concentration
of albumin proteins found in 100% serum lot number 17M479 in a 50 mL solution with sterile
deionized water. This solution was filter sterilized using the Fisherscientific 0.22 μm filter. This was
done under a sterile hood. Previously autoclaved TYO 0.3% containing 1 mM of calcium were heated
back to liquid form and poured into 15 mL Petri dishes, and the albumin solution was added to keep
desired concentration. All plates were air dried overnight before inoculation. View Table 5.

Table 5. Albumin Media Chart.
0%
2x TYO 0.3% with
7.5 mL
1 mM calcium
Albumin solution

0 mL

1%

5%

10%

30%

50%

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

150 μL

750 μL

1.5 mL

4.5 mL

7.5 mL

dH2O 7.5 mL 7.35 mL 6.75 mL 6.0 mL 3.0 mL

0 mL

Total 15 mL

15 mL

15 mL
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15 mL

15 mL

15 mL

2.6.3 Media with Fractionated Serum.
Serum was fractionated and sterilized as described in section 2.5.2. From filter sizes 3 kDa, 10 kDa, 30
kDa, 50 kDa, and 100 kDa, each retentate and flow-through (F-T) were kept separately. Plates were
created under a sterile hood using autoclaved agar 0.3%. All plates were left to air dry overnight before
inoculation. View Table 6 as reference to how each plate was made.

Table 6. Fractionated Media Chart.
2x Agar 0.3%

7.5 mL

dH2O

3.0 mL

F-T

4.5 mL

Total

15 mL

2.6.4 Media with Flow-through of Fractionated Serum.
The flow-through was collected and sterilized as described in section 2.5.2. The F-T from 3 kDa was
used for each plate in this experiment, and added separately. Sterile EGTA of varied concentrations
were added separately as well. Plates were created under a sterile hood using autoclaved agar 0.3%. All
plates were left to air dry over night before inoculation. View Table 7 as reference to how each plate
was made.

Table 7. Flow-through Media Chart.
0 mM

1 mM

2 mM

4 mM

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

EGTA

0 mL

150 μL

300 μL

600 μL

dH2O

3.0 mL

2.85 mL

2.7 mL

2.4 mL

Flow-through

4.5 mL

4.5 mL

4.5 mL

4.5 mL

Total

15 mL

15 mL

15 mL

15 mL

2x Agar 0.3% with 0, 1,
2, or 4 mM calcium
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2.6.5 Media with Varied Calcium Concentration.
Agar was prepared as shown in Table 4 with double concentration of agar and different calcium
concentrations of 0, 1, 5, 10, 30, or 50 mM as noted in Table 8. This mixture was autoclaved. Serum
was added in plates along with sterile deionized water. All plates were created under a sterile hood, and
left to air dry overnight before inoculation.

Table 8. Varied Calcium Media Chart.
0%
2x Agar 0.3%
with 0, 1, 5, 10, 30, 7.5 mL
or 50 mM calcium
Serum

0 mL

1%

5%

10%

30%

50%

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

7.5 mL

150 μL

750 μL

1.5 mL

4.5 mL

7.5 mL

dH2O 7.5 mL 7.35 mL 6.75 mL 6.0 mL 3.0 mL

0 mL

Total 15 mL

15 mL

15 mL

15 mL

15 mL

15 mL

2.7 Without Repetition.
This study was done with an exploratory approach to get a base understanding on how S. meliloti
would behave in different serum conditions, and because of this approach each experiment was done
once. When a change of phenotype was noted, repeats and repetition were set up, however, due to the
sudden outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 in year 2020 worldwide (Lai et al, 2020), the laboratory was shut
down and the semester continued via online distance learning. In this shortened time frame, repetitions
were unable to be prepared.
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2.8 Measuring Colony Growth.
Each plate used were 6 cm in diameter per Fisher Scientific, and the diameter of each colony was
measured in centimeters using a ruler after printing the images from a computer. From the printed
images, the diameter of the plates were measured from the rim of the bottom of the plate, and the
colonies were measured from the clearest point from one side of the colony to the other, getting the
diameter in centimeters. Taking the diameter is typical in microbiology when recording microbial
growth. There were a few limits to this method. Those colonies that did not create a perfect circular
halo were measured using the shortest axis that includes the inoculation point. Those colonies that
exhibited growing on the top were excluded from the analysis. Using a ruler provided the inability to
differentiate between 0.7 cm from 0.8 cm, and a rough measurement was taken. This may be the reason
for consistent measurements (ex. Table 8 of the results section).

2.9 Data.
Pictures were taken using an iPad 4th generation model MD510LL/A. Photo cropping was done using
Paint on a Windows 8.1 and Windows 10 platform. Images for measurements were printed on an Epson
laser printer model ET-2720.
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3.0 Results
3.1 The Effects of Different Media on S. meliloti Motility.
3.1.1 The Effects of 1 mM Calcium and TYO on S. meliloti Motility.
Ions stimulate swimming in S. meliloti (Götz et al, 1982; Mattingly et al, 2018). A minimum of 1 mM
calcium chloride allows the best stimulant for swimming in a neutral pH (unpublished). Plates were
made with 0.3% TYO and 1 mM calcium chloride to demonstrate that calcium can stimulate
swimming, and with the presence of EGTA, the swimming was inhibited (Fig. 1). This suggests that
calcium plays a role in swimming stimulation in S. meliloti.

exoY210

exoS96

exoR95

CaCl2 1 mM
Rm1021

exoY210

exoS95

exoR95

Rm1021

No Added Ions

EGTA 0 mM

EGTA 1 mM

Figure 1. S. meliloti in TYO, varied calcium concentration, and varied
EGTA concentration after 2 days incubation at 30°C.

3.1.2 The Effects of Serum and Agar on S. meliloti Motility.
S. meliloti wild type Rm 1021, and mutants exoR95, exoS96, and exoY210 were inoculated into soft
agar plates with agar and varied concentrations of serum (Fig. 2). Bacterial cells were inoculated into
the middle of soft agar medium using a sterile toothpick inside a Biosafety box, and the plates were
incubated for 2 days in a 30°C incubator. In order to recreate the blood's physiology condition, plates
were made with serum and agar. Agar 0.3% was used to provide a soft media for swimming allowance,
and various concentrations of bovine serum, which acted as the independent factor and provided an
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energy source for S. meliloti. Swimming was evident in serum concentration of 1% for all strains, and
decreased with increased serum. By 30% serum, swimming was not apparent for all strains. Table 1
accompanies Fig. 2. Image for Fig. 2 is part of Fig. 6A. The change of motility was suspected to be

exoY210

exoS96

exoR95

Rm1021

caused by various molecules in serum, such as glucose and albumin.

Serum 0%

Serum 1%

Serum 5%

Serum 10%

Serum 30%

Serum 50%

Figure 2: S. meliloti in agar 0.3%, and varied serum
concentrations after incubation at 30°C for 2 days.

3.1.3 The Effects of Glucose in Bovine Serum on S. meliloti Motility.
Glucose plays a major role in swimming, and can either inhibit or promote swimming depending on the
species of bacteria (Bowra et al, 1981). Plates were made with 1x TYO 0.3%, 1 mM calcium chloride,
and glucose concentration of 0.00078, 0.0039, 0.0078, 0.0243, and 0.039% found in 1, 5, 10, 30, and
18

50% serum respectively (Fig. 3). TYO provided nutrients for bacterial growth, while 1 mM of calcium
chloride stimulated flagella assembly. The addition of calcium ensured rhizobia was receiving a strong
trigger for motility so that the inhibitory effects of glucose could be observed. After incubating for 2
days in a 30°C incubator, Rm1021 and exoY210 had no swimming interference from any glucose
concentration that is typically found in bovine serum. ExoR95 and exoS96 were not stimulated to swim

exoY210

exoS96

exoR95

Rm1021

as expected. Table 2 accompanies Fig. 3.

Glucose
0.00078%
Glucose
0.0039%
Glucose
0.0078%
Glucose
0.0243%
Glucose
0.039%

Figure 3. S. meliloti in 1x TYO 0.3% with
1mM calcium chloride, and varied glucose
concentration after incubation at 30°C for
2 days.

3.1.4 The Effects of Albumin in TYO Media on S. meliloti Motility.
Albumin, a protein of 66 kDa, was used to determine if a protein of this size could prevent ion uptake.
It is known that 1 mM calcium chloride can stimulate swimming (Fig. 1), and proteins and other
macromolecules have been shown to disrupt or block ion channels in eukaryotic organisms (Boutjdir et
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al, 1998; Rajamani et al, 2006). Plates were made with TYO to provide S. meliloti with an energy
source, 0.3% agar for a perfect swimming media, 1 mM calcium chloride to spark motility, and varied
albumin concentrations (Fig. 4). Albumin solution was made in varied concentrations (see section
2.6.2). Rm1021 and exoY210 showed signs of motility in all albumin concentrations, and range of
swimming was relatively consistent. ExoR95 and exoS96 did not swim as expected. Table 3

exoY210

exoS96

exoR95

Rm1021

accompanies Fig. 4.

Albumin 0%

Albumin 1%

Albumin 5%

Albumin 10%

Albumin 30%

Albumin 50%

Figure 4: S. meliloti in 1x TYO 0.3%, 1 mM calcium chloride,
and varied albumin after incubation at 30°C for 2 days.

3.1.5 The Effects of Increased EGTA Concentration in Serum on S. meliloti Motility.
In the event that the cause for swimming could be due to free ions in serum, EGTA may be able to
chelate them, and prevent swimming. To test this, plates were created with 0.3% agar, varied serum
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concentrations, and varying concentrations of EGTA from 0-10 mM (Fig. 5). After incubating for 2
days in a 30°C incubator, Rm1021 and exoY210 maintained motility in 1% and 5% serum in plates with
the absence of EGTA. Once 1 mM EGTA was added to the plate, swimming completely diminished in
all concentrations of serum. EGTA of 3.2 mM and 10 mM was created as a precaution. Since EGTA
chelated ions partially responsible for swimming, then it was thought that by adding ions to plates
could force motility in at least 30% serum, where inhibition of motility has been guaranteed. Table 4
accompanies Fig. 5.
EGTA 0.0 mM

EGTA 1.0 mM

EGTA 3.2 mM

EGTA 10.0 mM

Serum 0%
Serum 1%
Serum 5%
Serum 10%
Serum 30%

Figure 5: S. meliloti in swimming plates in agar 0.3% and varied serum and EGTA
concentrations after incubation at 30°C for 2 days. From left to right, Rm1021, exoR95, exoS96,
and exoY210 per plate.
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3.1.6 The Effects of 1-50 mM Calcium in Serum on S. meliloti Motility.
Plates were created with excess calcium chloride in an attempt to recover motility in 30% serum. They
were made with varied serum concentration, varied calcium chloride from 0-50 mM, and 0.3% agar
(Fig. 6). The motility patterns of S. meliloti remained close to identical in every plate despite the
increased calcium. Motility remained inhibited in at least 30% serum despite the increase of calcium.
Fig. 6B shows Rm1021 close up. Table 5 accompanies Fig. 6A.

CaCl2 0 mM

CaCl2 1 mM

CaCl2 5 mM

CaCl2 10 mM

CaCl2 30 mM

CaCl2 50 mM

Serum 0%
Serum 1%
Serum 5%
Serum 10%
Serum 30%
Serum 50%

Figure 6A: S. meliloti in agar 0.3% and varied serum and calcium concentrations after
incubating at 30°C for 2 days. Within each plate from left to right, Rm1021, exoR95, exoS96,
exoY210.
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Table 5. S. meliloti Swimming Diameter in Plates with Serum, 1x Agar 0.3%, and varied Calcium Chloride Concentrations (cm)
CaCl2 0 mM
Rm1021

exoR95

exoS96

CaCl2 1 mM
exoY210 Rm1021

exoR95

exoS96

CaCl2 5 mM
exoY210 Rm1021

exoR95

exoS96

exoY210

Serum
0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1
0%
Serum
1.0 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1
1%
Serum
0.7 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1
5%
Serum
0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
10%
Serum
0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
30%
Serum
0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
50%
CaCl2 10 mM
Rm1021

exoR95

exoS96

CaCl2 30 mM
exoY210 Rm1021

exoR95

exoS96

CaCl2 50 mM
exoY210 Rm1021

exoR95

exoS96

exoY210

Serum
0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
0%
Serum
1.1 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1
1%
Serum
0.7 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1
5%
Serum
0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1
10%
Serum
0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1
30%
Serum
0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
50%
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CaCl2
0 mM

CaCl2
1 mM

CaCl2
5 mM

CaCl2
10 mM

CaCl2
30 mM

CaCl2
50 mM

Serum 0%

Serum 1%

Serum 5%

Serum 10%

Serum 30%

Serum 50%

Figure 6B: Rm1021 in agar 0.3% and varied serum and calcium concentrations after
incubating at 30°C for 2 days.

3.1.7 The Effects of Fractionated Serum on S. meliloti Motility.
Since added calcium could not stimulate swimming in 30% serum, there may be an inhibitory molecule
in serum. Different filter sizes were used to fractionate serum, and to separate molecules by their sizes.
This was done to break down serum into separate components and isolate the possible virulent factors.
Plates were made with 0.3% agar for proper swimming consistency, and 30% fractionated serum (Fig.
7). Fractionated serum of 30% was used since motility was shown to be inhibited in Rm1021 and
exoY210 (Fig. 2). If the virulent factors were separated due to filtration, swimming would occur. In
Figure 7A, swimming of S. meliloti was inhibited in all retentate, including the retentate in Fig. 7B. The
flow-through contain the necessary stimulants to induce swimming in Rm1021, exoY210, exoR95, and
exoS96. The swimming diameter of Rm1021 and exoY210 were larger than exoR95 and exoS96, and
exoS96 was larger than exoR95 (Table 6 & 7). On the idea that the swimming seen in serum could be
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caused an ion, taking the flow-through of fractionated serum and using ion chelators could suppress
swimming.
3 kDa

10 kDa

30 kDa

50 kDa

Retentate
Flow-through

exoY210

exoS96

exoR95

Rm1021

Figure 7A: S. meliloti in 30% fractionated serum equivalent and agar 0.3% after 2 day incubation. From left to
right per plate: Rm1021, exoR95, exoS96, exoY210.

Retentate

Flow-through

Figure 7B: S. meliloti in 30% fractionated serum
equivalent via 100 kDa and agar 0.3% after 2 day
incubation at 30°C.
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3.1.8 The Effects of Increased Calcium and Calcium Chelators in Media with Fractionated
….....Serum of 30% Equivalent on S. meliloti Motility.
Plates were made using the 30% flow-through of the fractionated serum equivalent from the 3 kDa
filter size (Fig. 8). EGTA was used to chelate ions found in serum with added calcium of varied
concentrations to see if all ions present can be chelated. In plates with no added calcium and no EGTA,
swimming was expressed by Rm1021, exoR95, exoS96, and exoY210, with the swimming diameter of
exoR95 being the smallest (Table 8). Increased EGTA in plates with no added calcium suppressed
swimming from all strains. In plates with 1 mM calcium and no EGTA, swimming occurred where
Rm1021, exoR95, exoS96, and exoY210 exhibited swimming, with the swimming diameter of exoR95
being the smallest (Table 8). In plates with 1 mM calcium and 1 mM EGTA, swimming can be seen by
Rm1021, exoS96, exoY210, although with decreased diameter from the previous plate. ExoR95 did not
swim, and cell density from all strains decreased. These swimming patterns remained identical with
plates made with 2 mM calcium and varied EGTA, and unusually so since EGTA does not appear to
hold the 1:1 relationship with calcium. The swimming patterns in plates with 4 mM calcium showed a
gradual decrease in diameter with increased EGTA as expected.
CaCl2 0 mM

CaCl2 1 mM

CaCl2 2 mM

CaCl2 4 mM

EGTA 0 mM
EGTA 1 mM
EGTA 2 mM
EGTA 4 mM

Figure 8: S. meliloti in 30% flow-through of fractionated serum equivalent, varied calcium chloride and
EGTA, and agar 0.3% after incubation at 30°C for 2 days incubation. From left to right per plate, Rm1021,
exoR95, exoS96, exoY210.
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4.0 Discussion
4.1 Ion Influence on Swimming.
The preliminary findings in Fig. 2 show swimming was reduced with increased serum implying flagella
was no longer present by 30% serum. This is based on the observational change in phenotype. Whether
the change was caused by mechanical suppression or a reduction of ions, the change was clear, and
with the repeat seen in Fig. 5 this statement can be said in confidence. Understanding the cause for
swimming seen in 1% serum could help understand the cause for suppression in flagella assembly as
seen in 30% serum.

Varying factors manipulate the production of flagella in S. meliloti. One factor, as mentioned before, is
the yet to be identified M. sativa signal that degrade mature ExoR protein from the sensor kinase ExoS
intermembrane protein (Lu et al, 2012). Other factors include L-homoserine and L-amino acids such as
leucine and proline (Götz et al, 1982), as well as cations. Cations have been shown to upregulate
flagella expression (Robinson et al, 1992), which stirs chemotaxis. The flagella can be maintained in
the presence of calcium, and magnesium (Robinson et al, 1992), although not limited to these two. In
the soil, rhizobia keeps its flagella due to the plentiful cations in the environment, until it enters the host
cell. S. meliloti, both Rm1021 and exoY210 only need 0.18 mM calcium to start swimming, and can
maintain swimming at as high as 100 mM calcium (unpublished). Fig. 1 shows that 1 mM of calcium
chloride provides S. meliloti with enough stimulant to swim, as the presence of EGTA will suppress it.
Due to the presence of EGTA in the nutrient agar, the sudden appearance of non-swimming colonies is
most likely caused by the removal of calcium.
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4.2 EGTA Reduces More Than Ions, But Energy Sources as Well.
Chelating ions by EGTA prevented swimming as seen in Fig. 5. The putative explanation is that EGTA
simply chelated ions that would have been needed to spark swimming in S. meliloti. However, there are
two events happening simultaneously in Fig. 5, where ion uptake by EGTA prevented swimming, and
ion-amino acid uptake by EGTA prevented growth. EGTA is a known cation chelator, with a higher
affinity for calcium than other positively charged divalent ions (Smith et al, 1985). It can also chelate
amino acids with calcium, like glycine, or other cation residues (Mónico et al, 2017), thereby reducing
the nutrient content in a plate.

All bacteria need an energy source to replicate. In an environment with limited nutrients, bacteria tend
to seek out food sources in their best method of motility, which could range from swarming by flagella,
twitching by pili, or plainly growing in numbers until the food source have been reached (Mattingly et
al, 2018). But being able to move is very costly, and a lot of energy is needed. Chemotaxis can enhance
motility in some microbes in a low nutrient condition, but this is dependent on the species (Wei et al,
1998). S. meliloti has been studied to make the decision to search for a carbon source or shut down
motility when confronted with limited nutrients (Tambalo et al, 2010). This can vary based on the cell's
phase of growth (Tambalo et al, 2010). Rhizobia tends to be immobile in the presence of high nutrients
(Vicario et al, 2015), mobile in the presence of ions and low nutrients due to chemotaxis (Wei et al,
1998), and immobile without nutrients or in the lag phase (Tambalo et al, 2010). The full scope of how
nutrition plays a role in motility has not been fully investigated in S. meliloti. In the presence of EGTA
(Fig. 5), swimming stopped despite having limited energy sources where chemotaxis would take over.
This is due to the chelating of necessary nutrients that allow cells to growth. EGTA simply prevented
growth indirectly by removing the bacteria's energy source.
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Fig. 1 differs from Fig. 5 based on level of nutrition as well as the trigger for swimming. Fig. 1 is made
with TYO, where S. meliloti would be able to receive a plethora of carbon sources for energy enabling
it to grow. In the presence of EGTA, the added calcium would be chelated in a 1:1 ratio, and swimming
would not occur. This is due to both the absence of the swimming stimulant (calcium) and the presence
of an energy source where chemotaxis is not needed. The swimming in this case was due to a forced
stimulant, calcium chloride, and the shut down of swimming was mostly due to the removal of said
stimulant. In Fig. 5, plates were made with agar and serum in limited concentrations, therefore limited
nutrients. S. meliloti will swim in reduced nutrients by means of chemotaxis (data not shown), and may
explain the cause for swimming in 1% serum. The shut down of swimming in 1% serum (Fig. 5) may
not be due to EGTA chelating free calcium but rather the chelation of ion-amino acids needed for
bacterial growth. This is not to say the colonies seen in 1% serum (Fig. 5) are not swimming and
instead are growing in numbers, but rather the energy source needed by bacteria for growth is also
needed for the synthesis of flagella. Both systems need energy. Without enough energy neither can
happen. The reduction of swimming may not be due to the reduction of calcium, and instead due to
lack of growth from the absence of an energy source. With this in mind, reasons for non-swimming
colonies in at least 30% serum may not be due to the reduction of ions from chelators, but rather by an
active inhibitor (Fig. 2, 5, & 6). This gives insight on possible virulent factors in serum.

4.3 Lack of swimming in at Least 30% serum.
Swimming was inhibited by 30% serum (Fig. 2), and attempts such as increasing calcium concentration
to recover swimming, and isolating molecules from serum to test for possible swimming inhibitors
were made to understand the suppression of swimming in 30% serum (Fig. 2).
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S. meliloti made a clear switch in plates with fractionated serum (Fig. 7), although this could be caused
by several unidentified factors. When the serum was separated by molecular size, all larger molecules
collected in the supernatant inhibited the swimming of S. meliloti. The serum was fractionated using
different filter sizes from 3-100 kDa (Fig. 7), and all retentate contained inhibitory factors. Since
swimming inhibition was seen in all retentate, the inhibition factors could be more than 100 kDa (Fig.
7B). The supernatant was also a lot thicker than the flow-through. This could be because it retained
much of the lipid or carbohydrate chelating proteins (Lodish et al, 2000), which increases the density
and created a viscous solution, although it is unlikely that viscosity is the reason for swimming
inhibition. S. meliloti has a complex flagella, where there are five to six units of peritrichous flagella,
which contrasts with a plain flagella that is made of three helical proteins (Götz et al, 1982). S. meliloti
is equipped with a durable and robust flagella unit due to its natural soil habitat, allowing it to swim in
unfavorably viscous conditions (Wei et al, 1998; Lu et al, 2012). The soil can become quite viscous,
and although many other bacterial species may struggle with motility, viscosity is not a factor for
rhizobia with complex flagella (Tambalo et al, 2010).

The F-T in Fig. 8 provided swimming allowance for S. meliloti, which could be attributed to several
unidentified factors, such as low nutrient content or an increase in ions. The quantity of the flowthrough was significantly lower than the retentate, and dramatically less viscous. The viscosity and
color of each flow-through appeared the same no matter the filter size used. In the separation, ions
could have been removed from their protein ligands, as well as amino acids, which attract S. meliloti
and caused it to swim (Götz et al, 1982). This separation resulted in a surplus of these nutrients, as
EGTA could not be used to chelate on a 1:1 ratio (Fig. 8). With this, inhibitory factors did not appear to
be in the flow-through.
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Other molecules that potentially inhibited swimming found in blood include glucose and albumin.
Glucose has been shown to inhibit swimming in an enterobacteria called Escherichia coli (Lai et al,
1997), although glucose has been reported to promote chemotaxis in rhizobia. Due to limited research
on glucose inhibition in rhizobia, an experiment was done to see if it was at all possible for glucose
concentrations typically found in bovine serum could possibly inhibit swimming. Fig. 3 shows
increasing glucose from 0.00078% to 0.039% could not be the cause for swimming inhibition as both
Rm1021 and exoY210 maintained their flagella. Similarly, increasing protein concentration could not
block ion channels (Fig. 4) as shown in other work. Proteins and other macromolecules have been
reported to disrupt or block ion channels in eukaryotic organisms (Boutjdir et al, 1998; Rajamani et al,
2006), although in this study the ion channels were not blocked. Moreover, swimming was independent
from these factors.

Increasing calcium concentration in plates with serum did not recover the swimming (Fig. 6). If the
virulent factor was a chelator produced by the host cell, then adding ions to an exponential amount
could overwhelm that system and recover swimming, however swimming was not be recovered (Fig.
6). This helps shine light on the possibility that the virulent factor may not be a type of ion chelator.

Non-swimming may not be due antimicrobial properties of blood. In the blood there are a group of
proteins involved in the complement component system that destroys pathogens. This may not be a
reason for lack of swimming in at least 30% serum (Fig. 2), since the agar used in this experiment was
poured in plates with a temperature of approximately 50-55°C, which was 1-6 degrees lower than what
is normally used to inactivate antimicrobial proteins (Necchi et al, 2017). Despite the minor degree
difference, the reduction of swimming was most likely not caused by antimicrobial factors in serum
from the complement protein system (Necchi et al, 2017).
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4.4 Reflecting to Another Alphaproteobacteria.
The change in phenotype from swimming to non-swimming seen in S. meliloti is significant because
serum is not a natural environment for this bacteria. This indicates that the observed changes may come
from the shared sensoring mechanism found within the alphaproteobacteria family, and could explain
why other bacteria in this family become pathogenic, such as Brucella abortus. B. abortus is a zoonotic
pathogen that causes brucellosis in animals, including humans (Fiori et al, 2000). It enters the
bloodstream undetected by the innate immune response (Barquero-Calvo et al, 2015), and enters both
phagocytic and non-phagocytic cells (Celli, 2019). B. abortus becomes encased in a Brucellacontaining vacuole (BCV) (Marchesini, 2016; Celli, 2019), where it picks up an unidentified signal via
TCS called BvrR/BvrS TCS to begin cell replication (Altamirano-Silva et al, 2018). Further research
needs to be done to understand this signaling, and to make clear of the link between
alphaproteobacteria.
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5.0 Conclusion
S. meliloti provided very clear observable changes in phenotype within swimming plates containing
serum, where motility was lost with the increased serum concentrations, thus our hypothesis is
sustained.

In addition, we made our first attempt to identify the signal molecule in serum that is being sensed by
S. meliloti. We examine the effects of ions, where increasing ion content promoted swimming, and the
removal inhibited swimming. However, in plates containing serum, increasing ion concentrations did
not revert the inhibitory effect of 30% serum on the swimming capacity of S. meliloti. Therefore, an
increase in ion content in media containing serum had no effect on observable phenotype. Despite this,
using EGTA to chelate ions in plates containing serum where swimming has been seen, indeed
suppressed swimming. Therefore, removing ion content in media containing serum had an effect on
observable phenotype. Moreover, swimming could be prevented by removing ions, yet could not be
recovered with the addition of excessive ions.

Increased serum concentrations inhibited swimming. High serum concentrations and low ion
concentrations had the same effect, where both conditions inhibited swimming. Based on these results,
there are multiple events that happen to S. meliloti in media containing serum that may be unrelated.
Presumably, there are different systems within S. meliloti that were engaged while in the presence of
serum.
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Further investigations on our understanding of the inhibition of the swimming phenotype of S. meliloti
could help to provide insight on similar mechanisms found in other bacteria of the alphaproteobacteria
family.
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